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EDITOR'S NOTE: Pledges and their fraternities are listed below, according to hometown.

195 PLEDGE
UM FRATERNITIES

MISSOULA--

Fraternities at the University of Montana, Missoula, pledged 195 men during formal fall rush.

UM's 11 fraternities include Alpha Kappa Lambda (AKL); Alpha Tau Omega (ATO); Beta Theta Pi (BTP); Delta Sigma Phi (DSP); Phi Delta Theta (PDT); Phi Sigma Kappa (PSK); Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE); Sigma Chi (SX); Sigma Nu (SN); Sigma Phi Epsilon (SPE), and Theta Chi (TX).

A list of pledges, alphabetized by hometown, follows:

MONTANA

AUGUSTA: Doyle L. Krone, SN.

BAKER: Bradley Wenz, ATO.

BIG TIMBER: Gary L. Boe, SPE.

BILLINGS: Jim Allison, PDT; Roger Beeter, SX; Bruce D. Cunningham, PDT; Ralph Dreyer, SPE; David Erickson, SX; Steven Greene, SX; Donald Grewell, SN; Paul Haack, PDT; Stephen Jerhoff, SX; Gregory Kaufman, TX; James E. Kirkness, ATO; Glen Landry, ATO; Larry Lechner, SN; David Linn, ATO; Lee McAllister, SPE; Don Mather, SAE; Kirke Noyes, PDT; Paul Pierce, TX; Steven Rogers, ATO; Larry Schuster, SN; Tod Schwarzrock, SN; Philip Sullivan, SX; Larry Turner, ATO; William Walton, SAE; Bill Wolfe, SX; Lorin Wright, PDT.

BOZEMAN: Allen Christophersen, TX; Richard Kuhl, SPE.

BUTTE: Richard Henningsen, DSP; Stanley Kasun, PDT; David Loran, DSP.

CULBERTSON: David Gustafson, PSK.

CUT BANK: William Getter, SPE.
DILLON: Daniel Doyle, SAE; Benjamin Hazeltine, SN.

FORT BENTON: Charles Fox, PDT; Richard Grande, SAE; Stephen Grossman, PDT.

GEYSER: Robert Nordell, PDT.

GLASGOW: Gregory Rorvik, PDT.

GLENDIVE: Lee W. Buchanan, ATO; Randy Dietz, ATO; Dennis Ernest, ATO.

GREAT FALLS: Robert Annala, SN; Robert Dahle, PDT; Scott Dahmer, SPE; John Dolan, PDT; William Flynn, SX; Robert Guptill, PDT; Bruce Hall, SN; Richard Hanley, SN; Michael Houtonen, SPE; Raymond Howard, SN; William Kessner, SAE; Richard Larson, SAE; Mark Lyden, ATO; Albert McIntyre, SN; Robert Nisbet, ATO; Mark Olson, SX; Gary Phillippe, SN; Mark Robinson, SN; Reed Rydell, SAE; Robert Savage, AKL; Russell Smith, SAE; Scott Stuart, TX; James Taylor, ATO.

HAMILTON: Michael Moorhead, DSP.

HARDIN: Roy Martinsen, SPE; David Petelin, SPE.

HAVRE: James Hoven, PDT; John Compton, SPE; Richard Paulson, SPE.

HELENA: James Bergum, TX; Robert Crebo, SN; Leslie Dolezal, SN; Danne Fillinger, SPE; Philip Grainey, SPE; Michael Gresh, SPE; Nicholas Jacques, SPE; Mark Meloy, SN; Patrick Tubbs, SN; Dennis White, PDT.

HUSON: William Chandler, ATO.

KALISPELL: John Rippberger, ATO.

LIBBY: Jeffrey Crocker, SN.

LIVINGSTON: Bruce Baker, AKL; Bruce Erickson, SN; Max House, SN; C. Ray Olson, SN.

LOLO: William Owen, PDT.

LORING: Michael Hutton, SPE.

MILES CITY: Ralph Compton, BTP.
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MISSOULA: William Ambrose, PDT; Robert Anderson, PDT; Gary Bakke, TX; Thomas Boydston, SAE; M. Douglas Burreson, SAE; Larry Cocchiarella, SAE; Robert Disney, PDT; Ronald Dryden, PDT; Bob Gauthier, PDT; Keith Hanson, SAE; Brian Heikkila, SAE; Charles Honeycutt, SAE; Kirby Hoon, PDT; Joseph Hubber, SN; Kenn Hugos, PDT; Robert Kappes, SN; Larry Lockwood, TX; Craig McCollor, TX; Michael Miesen, SAE; David Pantzer, SN; Lowell Patrick, PDT; Hal Powell, SN; Gary Purdy, SN; Fred Reineke, ATO; Sidney Rhinehart, SN; Donald Richardson, ATO; Jerry Robinson, PDT; John Shaw, SAE; Richard Stewart, SN; Jack Swarthout, SN; Gene Thompson, SPE; Gordon Tolley, PDT; Jim Waltermire, SPE; Roy Wright, PDT.

PARK CITY: John Kober, PDT.

PLENTYWOOD: Stephen Kern, DSP; Jeff Smith, SN.

POLSON: Barney Barnekoff, TX; Larry Busch, SN.

ST. REGIS: William Sansom, ATO.

SHELBY: Terry Johnson, SPE; Len LaBuff, PDT; William Taylor, PDT.

SIDNEY: Michael Knaff, SPE; Richard Petersen, SPE.

STEVENSVILLE: Neil Morris, DSP.

THOMPSON FALLS: Jack Eggensperger, SX; Dave Gunderson, SX; Timothy Smith, SX.

TROY: Richard Maness, DSP.

VALIER: Edward Peterson, SX.

VIDA: James Schillinger, ATO.

CALIFORNIA

ELCAJON: Michael H. Mills, PSK.

MT. SHASTA: John Millington, SN.

WALNUT CREEK: James Zaro, SX.

COLORADO

BOULDER: Michael McCarty, SAE; Chris Maurer, SN.
ILLINOIS

CHICAGO: Thomas Lavery, PDT.

HINSDALE: Michael Lamb, PDT.

LA GRANDE PARK: Joe Ford, SX.

NILES: Bert Blyth, DSP.

NORTHBROOK: Craig Melzer, SAE.

OTTAWA: Allan Dooley, DSP.

PARK RIDGE: Michael Thomas, PDT.

WAUKEGAN: Joseph Rayniak, ATO.

WILMETTE: John Stults, SX.

IOWA

SIOUX CITY: Edward O'Brien, SAE.

MASSACHUSETTS

FAIRHAVEN: Alan Costa, TX.

OXFORD: Arthur King, AKL.

WINCHESTER: Christopher Tesar, SPE.

MINNESOTA

EDINA: David DeMarsh, SAE; Arthur Erdall, SAE; John Grant, SAE; Peter Roos, SAE; John Schmerler, SAE.

HIBBING: Joseph Schoenig, PDT.

MINNETONKA: Christopher Jones, SAE.

ROCHESTER: Robert Humphrey, DSP.

MISSOURI

KIRKWOOD: James Coe, BTP.

ST. LOUIS: George Blair, ATO.
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NEBRASKA

OMAHA: Dale Perszyk, SAE.

NEW JERSEY

BASKING RIDGE: Carl Mann, DSP.
LONG VALLEY: Richard Williams, PSK.
NETCONG: Rodney Riggs, SX.
SHORT HILLS: Joseph Mulcahy, SAE.

NEW YORK

BROOKHAVEN: Robert Dole, SAE.
MASSAPEQUA PARK: Brian Steinwand, TX.

NORTH DAKOTA

FARGO: Charles Corwin, SAE.
WILDROSE: James Fortier, DSP.

OHIO

ASHTABULA: David Bissell, ATO.
CLEVELAND: Robert Peters, PDT.
ELYRIA: William Harrison, PSK.
LIMA: Jeffrey Tracy, DSP.

PENNSYLVANIA

WARREN: Steven Watson, PSK.

SOUTH DAKOTA

CHAMBERLAIN: Douglas Jones, TX.

WASHINGTON

CASHMERE: Christopher Green, PDT.
SPOKANE: James Lewis, SAE; Craig Menteer, SAE.

WYOMING

MEETEETSE: Jay Moody, TX.

CANADA

LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA: John Paterson, PSK.
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